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Cup Mee cover is an innovative new idea to take the boredom out of sipping beverages from similar
looking cups everyday. Using the same cup every day is indeed a boring affair and reusable cups
are not the solution to the problem because they litter and pollute the environment. Instead we can
opt for something unique which can be draped in different covers. So that each time it will look new
and refreshing.

Our unique solution is to use Cup Mee covers with Thermos brand Sipp cup. Surely, Cup Mee
covers can bring back the freshness of your morning tea and make tea time more enjoyable. Cup
Mee is a collection of cup covers available in different colours and designs. The covers are
designed to fit the Thermos brand Sipp cup; a tough and resilient thermal insulated thermos. Each
time you want to have your favorite beverage, just put on a new cover to suit your mood. Every
coffee session can be an interesting and visually stimulating experience for you.

A varied choice of Cup Mee covers are there to choose from, which can be used again and again
for the experience of sipping from a new looking Sipp cup everyday. Cup Mee covers are available
in choices of Cup Mee Leopard print, Cup Mee Aquamarine, Cup Mee Black, Cup Mee Fuschia,
Cup Mee Snow Leopard, Cup Mee Tan and Cup Mee Warm Plum. For your every mood, Cup Mee
covers bring something new to you, something fascinating! It is one sure shot way to arouse and
rekindle your zest for life.

Maintenance of the cup covers is as easy as slipping on a cover on your Sipp cup. You just need a
damp piece of cloth to wipe the cover for cleaning and they are ready to add colour and character to
your beverages.

Adopting the Cup Mee style of sipping beverages changes many things for the user. The various
designs and colors of Cup Mee covers also play the role of fashion accessories.

Clothes are designed and worn for special occasions and so are bags, shoes and hats, but having a
wide  range of coloured cup covers and changing them every day to match moods and situations is
definitely a wholly new and exciting fashion idea. Just get your Thermos brand Sipp Cup and
fashionable Cup Mee covers to make your very own fashion statement every day, every moment.
Cheers!
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